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ABSTRACT
Nowadays sponsorship is an important part of sports events. Sports sponsorship offers more benefits, more variety and
also it’s a more powerful form of marketing. In general, sponsorship holds a unique position in the marketing mix
because it is effective in building brand awareness, provides different marketing platforms and valuable networking
and hospitality opportunities. Sponsorship marketing efforts can be influenced by culture. Especially when global
sponsorship in sports which refers to sports events in different countries with different cultures, is under consideration.
In such situations, sponsorship aspects can be affected by cultural obligations which are discussed in this article.

KEY WORDS: Sports, Sponsorship, Culture, Society, Social Norms, Social Values, Organizational Culture,
Advertisement, Symbols, Religion, Media, Sponsors, Brand Image, Athlete, Social Image, Sexuality, Digital
Transformation.
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INTRODUCTION
Sports events are extraordinary opportunities
for corporations to introduce their brands and
products through advertising, advertising that
seeks to establish a deeper association with and
integration between an advertiser and a sports
organization. All these are what sponsors do in
sports events. Nowadays we rarely see a sport
event without sponsorship. In most local or
international sports events, sponsors have an
important role and position. For instance, at 2016
Rio Olympics, some mega companies like
Samsung, Nissan, Coca-Cola, Visa, and Toyota
were sponsors or partners of the event. Olympic
sponsorship deals are expensive; companies
reportedly pay upwards of $200 million for a 4year sponsorship. Plus, there are lots of
restrictions in terms of what advertisers are
allowed to do during the Games. These
restrictions made Budweiser and McDonald's
end their deals with the International Olympic
Committee in June 2018. It was supposed to last
through at least 2020. The moves made by
Budweiser and McDonald's are significant
because both companies had been with the Games
for over three decades (1). So, effective
sponsorship needs to cope with restrictions inside
and outside of events organizations which mainly
include cultural affairs. Culture and its
components play very important roles in
sponsorship success, such that in some countries
some corporations are not allowed to sponsor
sports events, including alcohol drinks in Islamic
countries or even some sort of advertisement
presentation methods should be changed
according to the host country’s values, i.e. using
bare men and women in context of advertisements
in many Eastern countries is not culturally
acceptable. Despite the events’ restrictions, sports
sponsorship is a core part of any sport events and
for this reason, some organizations start ranking
them by analyzing all conversations and
engagement levels from brands across news,
blogs, forums, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
comments on YouTube during the tournament
and also the volume of brand’s name mentions.
On the other hand, there are some other
organizations which promote through advertising
or inform through publicity and for this purpose,
many kinds of media including TV, Radio, social
media, newspapers, magazines … are used (2).
Sponsors gain a visible and trustful platform in

sports events to introduce themselves to the world
and attract global society to their brands and
products in which culture and its limitations play
a vital role.
This article is a combination of research
results and attitudes about the role of Culture in
Sports Sponsorship. It’s written in a coordinated
effort by a group of researchers from universities
of different countries, each of whom wrote about
their scientific achievements in the subject. They
studied different aspects of sponsorship and
culture and presented their research results and
their analysis in a combination of summary
articles.

SPORTS SPONSORSHIP AND THE
CULTURE OF SOCIETY
Ian Lawrence
In 2018, the revenue generated by sponsorship
sector represents one of the fastest growing
segments within a vibrant global sports industry.
According to research conducted by the financial
analysts Price waterhouse Coopers (PwC), the
global market is projected to reach $73.5 billion
by 2021 (3). Historically, the first examples of
sports sponsorship can be identified as a form of
entrepreneurial philanthropy or ‘patronage’ in
which wealthy individuals (sponsor) provided
assistance (financial or in-kind) to their favorite
athlete or team (sponsee) in return for the ‘halo
effect’ of prestige and status that such an
association afforded them amongst their business
community (4). In contemporary business
vernacular, sponsors aim to ‘tap into’ the passion,
excitement and deep emotional connections that
fans have with their teams and in doing so help
drive their corporate and commercial objectives.
In return, elite sports rights holders are financially
rewarded according to their level of popularity
and global brand status. By partnering with sports
rights holders, business entities strategize that the
commercial partnership will enhance awareness
of their business, interest, desire and ultimately
drive sales. The ‘halo effect’ that sponsors
achieve by partnering with the most popular elite
sports teams and leagues is one that can be felt
both locally and globally, but should be
predicated upon a mutual appreciation of the
‘shared value’ that the partnership offers. The
concept of ‘shared value’ is nothing new in the
business world and for many is a restatement of
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‘stakeholder theory’ as conceptualized by
Freeman and Reed in 1983 (5); however, the
value of its use within this paper is in the way that
shared value is seen to create ‘economic value in
a way that also creates value for society by
addressing its needs and challenges’ (6). While
substantial literature has addressed the benefits
that sponsors seek from linking with a sports
property, relatively little attention has been given
to the potential costs (commercial and
reputational) sports rights holders risk from
entering into such partnerships. This is surprising,
given that with the appropriate due diligence and
research to establish congruency between both
parties, it is possible to anticipate the level and
nature of any sensitivity that stakeholders may
have towards prospective partners (7).
Marketing is, by design, intended to directly
influence the behavior of customers and others by
addressing their ‘needs’ and ‘wants’. However,
the dilemma for sports rights holders relates to
whether their partnership choices and cobranding intentions of prospective sponsors
complement their own localized or global fan
‘reach’ strategy. Consideration of business
congruency requires a very clear understanding of
one another’s customer base, i.e. who they are,
where they are, and what are their purchase
decision motivations. As such, a sports rights
holder’s understanding of the collective norms,
values, and beliefs of their own fan base will
inevitable assist in helping to define perceptions
of what is the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ commercial
partner for their fan community. Sports teams
therefore require a nuanced understanding of the
principles and values that govern the actions of
their fans if they are to optimize their
relationships with their internal and external
stakeholders. Given this responsibility, it is
somewhat surprising that elite sports teams and
their leagues have seemingly embraced a number
of controversial partnerships within the ‘junk
food’, alcohol and gambling industries. A review
of those sectors within the UK reveals that the
‘Premier League’ (widely considered to be the
most-followed and best-known elite football
league in the world) to have a growing enthusiasm
to partner with a private entities within the
gambling industry. The first gambling business to
sponsor a Premier League club team (Fulham FC
partnership with Betfair) took place in 2002, but
currently 45% of the division (9 of the 20 teams)
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are anticipated to have gambling firms displayed
on the front of their shirts for the forthcoming
2018/19 season. The concerns regarding the
partnerships evolving between the gambling
industry and professional football are focused
upon the impact that gambling advertising (via
sports partnerships) has upon a key demographic
of football fans – children and their raised
awareness of both sports gambling and potential
attitudinal changes towards purchase intentions.
Sports rights holders self-evidently need to go
beyond a tokenistic commitment towards a
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
actively consider how to share value and cocreate with their prospective partners. More often
than not, sport marketing campaigns appear to
add a ‘cause campaign’ or a charitable donation
as a supplementary part of the overall strategy.
Though this is a positive move, it is far from
maximizing the opportunity and creating shared
value. The growth in ‘social activism’ is evidence
of an opportunity for sports rights holders to seek
out partnerships which are congruent with their
own mission and vision and demonstrate a sincere
commitment towards their stakeholders and their
brand identity. Most recently, the sports industry
witnessed a resurgence of prominent athletes
staging demonstrations to raise awareness of
various social issues. The concern for rights
holders in many instances appears to be the
impact that the hyper-politicization of their star
athletes efforts have upon the financial ‘bottomline’ of their business model with sponsors
inevitably anxious about associating their brands
with an uncertain product. Soon, leagues and
players alike will likely have to make a decision
about what is most important: The bottom line or
social activism (8).
Nelson Mandela said in 2000 at the inaugural
Laureus World Sport Awards that “sport has the
power to change the world. It has the power to
inspire. It has the power to unite people in a way
that little else does. It speaks to youth in a
language they understand. Sport can create hope
where once there was only despair” (9). While
there’s no doubt that many of us feel strongly
about sport’s unique ability to affect positive
social change, the key question of the moment is,
how do we more effectively leverage the billions
of dollars spent globally on sport sponsorship to
drive more positive impact and societal good?
By ingraining the integrity and morality of
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partnership decision making into activations,
brands
can
positively
affect
global
developmental and societal challenges. Just as
importantly, they can simultaneously enable
their sponsorship spending to lift their brand
reputation and create a new dialogue with
socially and environmentally conscious
customers and fans. Sponsorship in the majority
of sport related instances is no longer simply
philanthropy; it’s a business exchange and in this
context, if a sponsorship does not fulfill the
moral, ethical and financial objectives of both
parties, then it should not be entered into. Profit
and societal change are not mutually exclusive
in elite sport, but as evidenced over the past year,
marrying the two is likely easier said than done.
While the activist issues of today might not
mirror the issues of tomorrow, it is expected of
both sports leagues and player unions to make
the governance of, and response to, social causes
a key topic in their discussions with their
employers.

SPORTS SPONSORSHIP AND SPORTS
CULTURE
Sara Keshkar
‘Culture is the set of attitudes, values, beliefs,
and behaviors shared by a group of people, but
different for each individual, communicated from
one generation to the next.’(10). Or, as another
definition noted that “culture is a fuzzy set of
basic assumptions and values, orientations to life,
beliefs, policies, procedures and behavioral
conventions that are shared by a group of people,
and that influence (but do not determine) each
member’s behavior and his/her interpretations of
the ‘meaning’ of other people’s behavior.’ (11).
The cultural differences can influence consumer
behavior in sport or any other industry. Consumer
behavior refers to the selection, purchase and
consumption of goods and services for the
satisfaction of needs and wants. Sport consumer
behavior is also a consumer behavior related to
the products and services offered in the particular
sport and it is deeply influenced by cultural
differences (12). Culture, as one of the most
complex concepts in human life, has a special role
in sports marketing.
The consumer’s social class plays a
significant positive role in the behavior of
consumers of sports products. It was the most
important factor affecting sports consumer

behavior. The results of research by Anastasiadou
and Vafeiadis (2011) showed that social context
as cultural base influence consumer behavior.
According to their research results, the location of
the home (origin) and of the parent’s social class
and prestige appears to be a cause for the
existence of specific attitudes toward the social
influence of publicity. Also, they showed that
advertising contributes to encouraging groups of
people with shared values, attitudes and standards
(13). So, if the advertisements effects can be
influenced by social context and class, what about
the sports with social class and special context
characteristics? What kind of advertisements,
brands or products can be influenced by sports
class or, in other words, which brands or company
can be suitable sponsor for upper or lower class
sports? As Oxford references shows, the sports of
upper classes are more partial to sports such as
golf, tennis, and swimming that stress
individualism and aesthetics and may be
expensive to play for one reason or another; the
lower classes typically favor sports like boxing
and basketball that stress teamwork and physical
strength and do not require as much money for
participation. Some sports, such as baseball, are
fairly neutral in terms of social class. But it can be
different in different countries. For example, in
Iran, skiing, golf, tennis, horse riding, paraglider
are categorized as high class sports but swimming
and some other gym sports can be middle or lower
class sports (14). Which suggests that
categorizing sports by social class may not be the
same in different countries. That means some
groups of people prefer to participate in the
special class of sports that can satisfy their
cultural demands. Social Classification of sports
is a sign of different culture in different sports and
it’s why some researchers believe that in any
society, Sport as a subculture includes of many
subcultures itself (15, 16). As Markovits & Smith
(2007) argued doers and followers can behave
differently in different sports. His Hegemonic
sports cultures concept does not only differ by
geography and history, but also by factors such as
gender, age, class, religion, ethnicity and
language (15). So it’s an important factor
influencing companies’ decision for sponsoring
of certain sports. As mentioned before, if
sponsorship advertisements and publicity are
influenced by cultural components, then
companies should consider different sports
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cultural contexts to use in their sponsorship
efforts effectively.
Rolex, as a luxurybrand, is present at the most
prestigious events in golf, sailing, tennis, motor
sport, and at equestrian tournaments. Given the
longevity and strength of these relationships, in its
sponsorships, Rolex is seen not merely as a
sponsor... but also as a partner in these sports
(17). Prestigious sports events are important for
Rolex to introduce its luxury products to doers
and followers of such sports. It’s obvious that
Rolex consumer segmentation is focused on a
special social class which rarely can be available
in lower class sports events. Luxury brands
sponsor prestigious sports events and teams as
part of their marketing strategy and for this
purpose they also hire celebrity athletes as
influencers.
On the other hand, there are some mega brands
which sponsor sports with lots of participants
(doers) and spectators (followers). Companies
like: Nike, Adidas, Coca-Cola … are mega brands
but they don’t focus just on prestigious sports
because their consumers can be from every social
class who participate, watch or follow different
sports. Nike's sports sponsorship strategy, as a
megabrand, is: basic, milestones and main
challengers. Sports sponsorship forms part of the
core business of Nike, the world’s leading
supplier of athletic shoes and sportswear. Nike
has been aware of this since its creation, and its
team has always worked to keep sports
sponsorship in line with the company’s business
strategy. Nike has implemented innovative
initiatives and actions that have become an
example to follow in both the sportswear industry
and the international corporate world in general
(18). Nike's marketing strategy rested entirely
upon a brand image which is favorable and has
evolved into a great multinational enterprise over
time. Most of the consumers of Nike's products
are mainly sport enthusiasts or people intending
to carry some form of physical activity. Nike
targets these consumers by agreements between
Nike and athletic teams, college's athletic teams
etc. for product sponsorship and eventual
promotion to the members of these teams. In this
way, Nike is able to reach a wide number of
consumers and consumers who are more likely to
buy (19).
Luxury brands promote their products in ways
that rarely can be changed according to different
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consumer tastes. These brands are luxury because
their characteristics are unique and exclusive and
only a special group of people can afford to buy
and use them. ‘Luxury goods’ are not ‘necessity
goods’, that is to say, ’luxury goods’ are Veblen
goods for which the quantity demanded increases
as the price increases, an apparent contradiction
of the law of demand. Consumers actually prefer
more of the good as its price rises. This is a
different strategy in contrast to Nike, which has
as one of its core promotion strategies is to fulfill
different consumer’s needs and doing researches
to establish the tastes of different groups of people
to diversify market through factoring the product
promotion is a main target in Nike’s marketing
strategy (19).
We should admit that, if there are different
sports classes with special cultural characteristics,
then it’s logical to assume different companies’
sponsorship efforts in sports won’t result in
success if matched with the ‘wrong’ sport. In
research conducted on different cultural
components in different sports type, Keshkar et
al. (2017) showed that values, attitudes, behaviors
of athletes and fans in different sports vary. For
instance, while wrestlers pay more attention to
traditional values and cultural artifacts, football
players tend to modern aspects of life and they
pay more attention to other nation’s culture (16).
They have tattoos on their skins, their hair style
and the way they wear is more based on popular
fashion. Therefore it’s wise if companies active in
modern products sponsor football but maybe they
cannot be successful in sponsoring wrestling
events. Perhaps it’s the reason why most of
sponsors in these recent sports are very different
in types of production, services, promotion
style… in different countries including United
States (20, 21). In any event, sponsorship
efficiency in regards to the type of sports is a field
in which we need more research to show what the
right strategy is for the corporation who want to
sponsor sports.
Research results and market experiences show
that effective sponsorship in sports needs
studying in the areas of cultural characteristics of
different sports types. Cultural differences in
sports can be the main reason for determining
what kind of corporation and products can be
successful in what sport and also it can show
which kind of sponsorship method can result in
positive effects.
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Cultural differences embedded not only in
doers and followers of different nations, but in
different sports within the same nation. Though
nation and culture can influence sports culture, it
doesn’t prove that sports types have similar
culture. So, sports cultural differences can be an
important aspect for companies to decide about
their sponsorship efforts in sports.

SPORTS SPONSORSHIP AND SOCIAL
NORMS AND VALUES
Mark Dodds, Erin Morris, and Tara Mahoney
Typically sport reflects the values of its
society. Many cultures use traditional sport or
Ethno sport as an intermediary to promote its
heritage and societal beliefs. Sport is highly
visible and social values are expressed. For
instance, Pussy Riot members charged the field
during the 2018 World Cup final with statement
about the Russian police. Many American
football fans attribute the decrease in television
ratings to player protests against police brutality.
In many ways, sport sponsorship reflects those
same values. The NFL player most associated
with those protests, Colin Kaepernick has been
without an employer despite leading a team to the
Super Bowl just a few seasons ago. Professional
cyclist, Lance Armstrong, lost virtually every
sponsor once he admitted to using performance
enhancing drugs during his seven Tour de France
victories.
Brands invest in sport properties “to reach
marketing goals and objectives” (22). McCarville
and Copeland (1994) evaluated sport sponsorship
via the exchange theory between sponsors and
properties. Here, the authors conclude that each
partner contributes something meaningful to the
relationship (23). The sponsor provides funding
capital and the property provides a reward such as
a potential target market.
Consumer groups, such as sport fans, often act
with behaviors that are based on a social identity
attributes rather than personal identity traits (24).
In this manner, a sport sponsorship may be more
effective when the consumer perceives the
benefits as important to other members of the
group because personal possessions can signal
group membership (24). Therefore, if a sport fan
identifies with a societal group, the fan’s purchase
behavior may be used to attach to that group.
Because of the common interest, fans will

purchase the sponsor products because the
sponsor supports the same club as the fan.
The exchange of benefits may also lead to an
exchange of brand image. Therefore, a brand
sponsoring a property expects the goodwill
associated with the property to transfer to the
sponsor. This is known as the halo effect.
Unfortunately, a negative image may transfer.
This is known as the horn effect. Crompton
(2014) uses the term “reputational risk” for a
brand’s lowered equity from a relationship with a
negative property (25).
Kulczycki
and
Koenigstorfer
(2016)
concludes that a host population has a negative
impact on perceived corruption of an eventgoverning body. Bribery or grease-payments may
be expected as a cost of doing business in some
cultures. However, as sport business intersects
with these cultures, its influence on sport
sponsorship may be drastic. Thus, in order to
participate in sponsoring a sport, a brand may feel
pressured to conform to the local business culture
of bribery. These actions may go against the
sponsor’s brand values as well as be illegal in
many jurisdictions covering the company. The
sponsor would need to choose between adhering
to the prevailing law or maximize its sponsorship
value at the local level. This conflict becomes
more common as many sport mega-events are
being hosted within nations with a corrupt
business culture. (For a more detailed list of
corrupt nations, please see Transparency International
https://www.transparency.org/).
The horn effect influences consumer behavior.
Dodds, Rasku and Laitila (2018) observe that
sport fans lower purchase intentions for corrupt
sponsors and sponsors of corrupt leagues. This is
especially true if the corruption directly affects a
favorite club, team, or nation. Here, the balance
theory suggests the consumers are punishing the
corrupt behavior for negatively impacting a
favorite property. This might explain why the
2018 FIFA World Cup sponsorship revenue was
11% less than in 2014 (26).
However, if the corruption is contained at a
national or international level, then the high
purchase intentions remain for a local club. This
outcome reflects the moral justification theory
where a person forgives negative behavior due a
strong emotional connection, such as a very high
level of fan-avidity.
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In order to combat the potential horn effect,
many sponsors leverage its sponsorship activities
with corporate social responsibility (CSR)
initiatives (27). However, consumers receive
socially-oriented marketing messages differently
depending on who the sponsor (28). Here, the
authors concludes that anti-drinking and driving
messages were better received from a non-profit
organization as opposed to a large brewery.
Walker and Hills (2017) recommend that
sponsors balance meeting societal benefits while
it leverages organizational benefits (29).
The high visibility of sport sponsorship creates
a medium where consumers may voice their
opinions on social matters. The McDonald’s
#CheerstoSochi online activation of its Winter
Olympics sponsorship became a virtual soapbox
for consumers expressing their disagreement with
the Russian policy against the LGBT community.
Recently, the Papa John’s pizza company had
many of its sport properties cancel its sponsorship
due to offensive comments made by its founder.
The properties did not want to be attached to the
negative perception created by Papa John’s nor
did it want to provide a space for protests. By
keeping the sponsorship, many fans would
assume the sport property condoned the racist
point of view.

SPORT
SPONSORSHIP
AND
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Kevin Heisey
In recent decades, sport management has been
characterized by increased professionalism. The
relationship between sport organizations and
sponsors has become increasingly sophisticated
and complex (30). Sponsors of sport properties
were previously seen simply as revenue sources.
The sponsor provided funding in exchange for
having their name and logo displayed
prominently on signs or shirts. Today, the
relationship between sponsors and sport
properties has evolved into more of an integrated
partnership between the two parties.
A key to successful sponsorships is
congruence between the sponsor and the sports
property.
Elements of congruence are
complementary images, shared values, and an
overlap in organizational culture. The focus here
is on the increasing importance of organizational
culture in the sport sponsorship environment.
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Organizational culture is considered an
important
management
concept.
Every
organization has a culture and cultures differ
between organizations, but there isn’t a clear
consensus on how organizational culture is
defined. A definition that fits in the context of
sport sponsorship is a “shared and learned world
of experiences, meanings, values and
understandings which inform people, and which
are expressed, reproduced and communicated
partly in symbolic form” (31).
Sports organizations must cultivate cultures that
see potential sponsors as partners. Sport managers
should engage with sponsors to understand the
sponsor’s objectives. They must then be able to
assess the tangible and intangible assets associated
with their sport property and work to link them to
sponsor objectives. Ideally, they should integrate
their partner’s objectives with their own.
If the sponsor and sport property can develop
a shared culture and shared objectives, there is a
better chance that their relationship will be
sustainable, which enhances the benefits of the
relationship (32).
Both parties working
collaboratively enhances both the immediate and
long-term benefits of a sponsorship and results
from a collaborative and partner-seeking culture.
Recent literature focuses on the development of
the sponsorship relationship away from a
transactional one and toward one of partnership
and collaboration. The articles below illustrate
how sound working relationships can lead to better
outcomes.
They demonstrate the type of
organizational culture required of a sport property
to successfully engage with sponsors to achieve
sponsor objectives and associated sport objectives.
Nufer and Bühler (2010) stress the emergence
of relationship marketing and the growing
importance of “positive, enduring, mutually
beneficial” relations between sport organizations
and their sponsors. Based on a review of related
studies, they found five factors essential to sport
sponsorship
relations;
trust,
mutual
understanding,
a
long-term
perspective,
communication, and cooperation.
They
recommend is that sport organizations devote
specific and significant resources, both time and
personnel, to sponsor relationships (33). This
implies a cultural mindset that sees sponsors as
long-term partners in a common endeavor.
To examine the organizational interactions
between a sport property and its sponsors, Morgan
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et al. (2004) studied the interaction between a
national sport organization responsible for the
delivery of an event and four of its sponsors.
Interviews with the sponsors indicate that their
satisfaction with the sponsorship was based on two
key elements; tangible commercial benefits and
relationship support within the partnership. They
found that strong relationships helped with the
formal execution of the agreement and decisionmaking on activation and other issues that arose.
Staff turnover was detrimental to satisfaction (34).
The sponsors highly valued informal interpersonal
relationships with the sport organization feeling
they enhanced the ability to manage the formalities
of the business agreement. The commercial
director of the sport organization indicated that he
feels the relationships between people drive
successful sponsorships (34).
Jensen and Cornwell (2017) sought to isolate
factors that predict dissolution of sponsor
partnerships. While they found that external
economic conditions play a significant predictive
role, they also found that congruence between the
sport property and commercial brand lessened the
chances of dissolution. Increased clutter in the
form of the sport property taking on more sponsor
partners made dissolution more likely (35).
Congruence and clutter both point to the
importance of relationship management and having
a culture that aligns sport property interests with the
sponsor partner’s. Taking on more sponsors clutters
the perception of the relationship as existing
partners are no longer one of a few exclusive
partners but rather one of many as relationships
becomes less clear. Considering the importance of
interpersonal relationships found in Nufer and
Buehler (2010), and Morgan et al. (2014), additional
partners may over-extend and dilute the
relationships sport organization personnel have with
each individual sponsor (33, 34).
The studies cited above highlight the
importance of a relational and collaborative
mindset between sport properties and sponsors in
the modern sport environment. This follows from
an organizational culture that includes aligning
with and serving the interests of key stakeholders
among the main organizational objectives.
A global watershed in the evolution of sportsponsorship happened in the mid-1980s when the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) created
the TOP (“The Olympic Partners”) sponsorship
program. While the 1984 Games in Los Angeles

were known as being financially successful due to
the sale of sponsorship rights, many of the
sponsors were dissatisfied.
They felt the
organizers used them solely as a revenue source
coming repeatedly for more money knowing the
sponsors wanted the Games to succeed (36).
Following the 1984 Games, when the IOC
decided to pursue sponsorship revenue globally,
they had to be open to new ways of thinking about
sponsor value and activation. The Olympic Games
are characterized by clean venues; no signs,
boards, brands on uniforms etc. For sponsors to
realize value, there had to be innovative ways to
think about what assets- tangible and intangibleare associated with the Olympics. To successfully
recruit and engage with partners, the IOC had to
approach sponsorship with a new mindset that
would help them realize the true power and
potential of the relationship between sponsors and
the Olympic movement (36).
The development of the IOC’s TOP program
marked a rapid change from an Olympic movement
with very little commercial involvement to one of
the most successful and powerful global marketing
platforms. The new approach trickled down
through professional and amateur sports globally
over the last 30 years. The main shift is the
movement away from the transactional relationship
that previously existed to a partner relationship,
where both sponsors and sport properties work
together to achieve mutual objectives.
The IOC’s new culture integrated core
elements of its existing culture; i.e. Olympic
values and commercially clean venues, with the
objectives of potential sponsors. This change in
culture ultimately resulted in global sponsorship
revenue that has been one of the primary funding
sources of the current Olympic movement.
The relationship between sponsors and sport
properties has changed significantly in recent
decades from a primarily transactional interaction
to one of increasing collaboration and
complexity. Much of the focus is now on the
shared values and culture between sponsors and
sport properties. Keller (2008) notes that a sport
property’s most important assets it can offer
sponsors include human and cultural assets such
as knowledge of a sponsor’s specific information
and requirements, teamwork, loyalty to the
partnership, and overall reputation (37).
To position itself ideally for successful
sponsor partnerships, a sport organization should
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cultivate a culture that seeks to understand
sponsor objectives and how the organization’s
unique assets can be used to achieve them. The
organization should seek to engage sponsors with
a sense of teamwork, collaboration, and even
personal camaraderie. Sponsors should be seen
as true partners with sponsor objectives a
consideration in all operational decisions.

SPORTS SPONSORSHIP, CULTURE
AND ADVERTISEMENT
Francesco Addesa
Sponsorship, defined as “an investment, in
cash or kind, in an activity, in return for access to
the exploitable commercial potential associated
with this activity” (38), and advertising, defined
as “a paid, mediated form of communication from
and identifiable source, designed to persuade the
receiver to take some action, now or in the future”
(39) have a symbiotic relationship in the
marketing communication mix. This article aims
to discuss how sponsoring companies need to deal
with cultural habits, traditions and trends when
planning advertising campaigns related to their
sponsorship deals.
Among the elements of the marketing
communication mix, sponsorship and advertising
are traditionally considered to have a symbiotic
relationship (40). They are different, in a sense
that advertising allows marketers to have a greater
control over the message sent to the public
compared to sponsorship, and the message itself
is more direct, explicit and precise (41). But, at
the same time, they have to be used jointly to
maximize their individual benefits. More
specifically, advertising campaigns run before,
during and after an event significantly strengthen
the link between sponsoring companies and the
sponsored event itself, and advertising campaigns
may also create or enhance positive feelings
towards sponsoring companies, this way
increasing the persuasive impact of the
sponsorship on the public (40, 41).
Even if previous research has found that
public’s attitude towards TV and Internet
advertising has been declining over time (42),
Pyun & James (2011) demonstrated that sport can
create a positive attitude toward advertising due
to the strong emotional connection consumers
create with sport teams and athletes (43). This
further increases the incentives for companies to
invest in sport sponsorship, as the advertising
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campaigns implemented in collaboration with the
sponsored events or clubs achieve better returns
in terms of brand exposure and awareness,
especially considering also the exponential
potential of social media (43). Therefore, the
relationship between sponsorship and sport as a
cultural force linked to other areas of social life
such as fashion, music, movies, politics (44) must
be investigated also through an examination of
the interaction between advertising and culture.
On the one hand, it is pretty obvious the
importance to ensure the adherence of an
advertising campaign to the local culture,
especially considering the global reach of the
sport industry appealing to multinational
corporations whose brands are visible in different
regions with different habits and social norms. On
the other hand, several studies (45-47) have
recently focused on the capacity of advertising
campaigns to impact on pre-existing social
behaviors or to create brand new models of
behavior. Our discussion will be based on these
particular aspects of the relationship between
sponsorship, advertising and culture.
To guarantee the adherence of advertising to
local cultures, companies rely on agencies acting
as cultural intermediaries able to understand the
cultural trends and to find the correct intersections
between product, consumer and business. For
example, Wieden + Kennedy is the advertising
agency
behind
Nike’s
unanimously
acknowledged creativity and capacity to deliver
striking advertising campaigns able to intercept
and touch the most meaningful values of local
communities. However, to deal with such a
delicate matter sometimes leads to controversial
outcome, especially when a company tries to
contradict well-established stereotypes in
conservative regions. The commercial released by
Nike in early 2017 and showing Arab women
practicing different sports, for instance, attempted
to deliver an image different from the stereotype
of the home-bound women always associated
with that region, but received mixed reactions,
with criticisms linked to a not realistic
representation of Arab women (48). This is
particularly significant if we consider that the
next edition of one of the most followed sport
events, the 2022 FIFA World Cup, will be hosted
for the first time by an Arab country, Qatar.
Therefore, the official sponsors of the national
teams taking part in the event, or of the event
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itself, will have to plan their advertising
campaigns by taking into account a peculiar
cultural context that has never hosted any megaevent such as the Olympic Games or the FIFA
World Cup itself. The explosion of the Internet
and the broadcast of the event on the different
nations’ TV networks allow sponsoring
companies to differentiate their commercials and
web ads so as to adhere to the cultural values of
the single nations: but what about the on-site
advertisements within the host country? For
example, how the beer giant Budweiser will
operate in a country where it is an offence to drink
alcohol or be drunk in public and the local
government have intention to set an alcohol ban
in stadiums during the World Cup? Will this ban
be extended to the display of banners/posters
linked to alcoholic beverages companies too?
Would Budweiser find an alternative way to
advertise their brand, possibly associating it with
the launch of a non-alcoholic product, or would
they ask for compensation from FIFA?
On top of that, the other aspect to consider is
the role of advertising in stimulating or
reinforcing particular behaviors in the public
either in a positive or negative fashion. For
instance, betting companies have dramatically
increased their presence in the sport sponsorship
market, especially in European football,
associating their brands with both teams (through
shirt sponsorship deals) and leagues (through
naming sponsorship deals) and this way ensuring
an enormous visibility among the stadium
spectators and TV viewers. But the TV visibility
of the betting companies is further boosted by
commercials incentivizing gamblers to place a
live bet that are continually broadcast by the TV
networks before, during and after the game. The
overexposure of the betting brands may
encourage gambling intentions that can escalate
to problem gambling, recognized as a significant
public health issue in many countries. If we
consider that football is particularly popular
among the younger parts of the population, this
may lead to the rise of a dangerous cultural trend,
which is the reason why, for example, the Italian
government decided in July 2018 to ban the
advertisement of any gambling related
companies.
From what we have discussed so far it might
be concluded that, when planning their
advertising campaigns, sponsoring companies,

because of the more direct and explicit nature of
advertising itself, need a greater sensitivity to the
cultural traditions and trends of a country or
region compared to other elements of the
marketing communication mix. On the one hand,
the global reach of sport and the connected
penetration of new emerging markets, leading
also to the organization of mega-events in new
regions, require a strong adherence to the local
values and habits; on the other hand, the diffusion
of unhealthy behavioral trends linked with the
promotion of alcohol, junk food, gambling and
the will of the governments to tackle them should
persuade sponsoring companies operating in
these sectors to consider less aggressive
advertising campaigns or to rely on other
elements of the marketing communication mix.
The rise and continuous growth of the Internet,
especially of the social media, provides
sponsoring companies with the opportunity to
rely on forms of advertising (social shares, web
ads, etc.) different from the traditional ones
(commercials, posters, banners, etc.). These new
forms of advertising ensure an even higher brand
exposure, but are less bound to a specific territory
and the related culture and can be voluntarily
accessed by the public (other than TV
commercials for example, where viewers are
delivered a message even if they do not want to
receive it). For this reason, sponsoring
companies, when planning to integrate
advertising into the activities related to their
sponsorship deals, should rely more and more on
the web-related forms of advertising, which
would allow them to achieve a significant brand
exposure avoiding the issues related to the lack of
adherence to the values of a specific region or to
the promotion of unhealthy behaviors.

SPORTS SPONSORSHIP AND SYMBOLS
David P. Hedlund
The basis of sponsorship is that a sponsor (i.e.,
an individual or group willing to pay or trade
resources, goods, services or opportunities)
desires to connect with a sponsee (i.e., an
individual, group or event willing to receive or
trade resources, goods, services or opportunities)
in order to undertake an exchange and mutually
enhance both of their organizations. One of the
most common examples of sponsorship in sport
occurs when a sponsor pays a fee to partner with
a sporting event. For example, at the 2018 FIFA
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World Cup™, seven companies are listed as the
highest level sponsors/partners (Adidas, CocaCola, Wanda Group, Gazprom, Hyundai / Kia
Motors, Qatar Airways, and Visa; FIFA). For the
2007-2010 time period, FIFA’s sponsors/partners
paid annual fees in the range of USD $24 million
to $44 million dollars (49). The “standard rights
package” for sponsors/partners includes (1) use of
FIFA’s official marks; (2) exposure in and around
the stadium in which games are played, in all
official FIFA publications, and on the official
FIFA website; (3) acknowledgement of sponsors
support through recognition programs; (4)
ambush marketing protection; (5) hospitality
opportunities; (6) preferential access to broadcast
advertising; and (7) advertising, marketing and
promotional opportunities (50). While there are
numerous purposes behind why a sponsor will
choose to enter into a sponsorship relationship,
one of the most important activities includes the
exchange and use of symbols representing both
sponsor and sponsee. In this section, we will
examine the symbols and representations
sponsors and sponsees put forward during
sponsorship in order to impact the attitudes,
perceptions and behaviors of sports fans and
consumers.
As noted by Irwin, Sutton and McCarthy
(2008), because corporate marketers often see
value in associating with sport organizations,
teams, players or events, they use and leverage
sponsorship as a means to create awareness,
develop brand image, and earn sport consumer
loyalty (51). More specifically, for sponsors and
their brands, sponsorship creates opportunities to
influence consumers’ perceptions through the
sponsor/brand associating with a highly valued
event or organization (41), creating sponsor/brand
awareness and recognition (52), enhancing
sponsor/brand image (53), creating opportunities
for hospitality (54), engaging in socially
responsible activities (55), increasing the
financial value of the sponsor (56), and
influencing the purchase intentions and behaviors
of consumers (57). Through many of these
processes, symbols are used to communicate
which groups are sponsors, what type of sponsorsponsee relationship exists, and often times,

1

. Benfica Safety video | Emirates Airline:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAF2hZxdFRE
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information the sponsors and sponsees desire
consumers to know.
As a result, one of the most prominent rights
sponsors and sponsees exchange and use are the
symbols (e.g., name, logos, marks, likeness)
displayed during sponsorship activation (i.e., the
process of communicating to consumers which
organizations are sponsors). For example, when
an individual attends a sporting event or watches
on television or through electronic media, the site
of the event frequently has signage on which
names and symbols of sponsors are displayed. In
addition to signage, other activities also
frequently occur both inside and outside the event
location, in addition to the broadcasting of the
event or activity, which also serve to advertise
and promote the sponsors. Here are two examples
through which symbols are used, manipulated and
displayed
during
sponsorship
activation
activities.
The SL Benfica + Emirates Airline “Safety Video”
On October 25, 2015, prior to the SL Benfica
versus Sporting Lisbon football (soccer) match at
Estádio da Luz in Portugal, SL Benfica’s sponsor
Emirates Airlines engaged in a “viral” activation
(as of July of 2018, the video on YouTube1 had
been viewed more than 3 million times). As
described in a press release by Burden-Hamer and
Emirates Group (2015),
Moments before the huge derby match
against rivals Sporting Lisbon, eight
Emirates Cabin Crew made their way to
the centre circle of the pitch and
proceeded to give a very special Benfica
supporter demonstration. Taking their
cues from the traditional airline safety
demonstration, the eight crew stood
facing Lisbon football fans and gave an
impassioned, witty and entertaining
demonstration on how to support the
club, including the placement of a scarf
over the shoulders in a sign of
“benfiquism” (58).
This sponsorship activation included multiple
symbols of both the sponsor and sponsee,
including the eight Emirates crew members
dressed in their recognizable uniforms, the
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audible narration and flight crew actions which
mirrored the same activities displayed in flight
safety video prior to airline takeoff, yet were
adapted to the context of the football stadium and
match (e.g., “This stadium has 32 doors,” “The
match time will be 90 minutes,” “We ask you to
put your bags securely at your feet and ensure
your electronic devices are put away,” “Place the
scarf over your shoulders as a sign of
‘Benfiquism,’” and “In event of a goal, scarves
will automatically appear from above you. Place
the scarf over your head and breathe normally.”),
the flight crew and SL Benfica fans holding and
waving their scarves with pride, and the final
message to fans epitomizing the relationship
between SL Benfica and Emirates which read:
“Connecting Benfica fans around the world.
#HelloLisbon.”
Juventus + Jeep®
Beyond the alliteration Juventus and Jeep®
brand share, this sponsorship relationship is
activated through the use and creation of a
number of activities.
First, as noted on
Juventus.com (n.d.), under a photo of more than
20 Jeep® brand vehicles painted with the
signature black and white coloring of the Juventus
uniforms, the cobranding indicates that the
sponsor and sponsee are:
United by the share values of authenticity,
passion and adventure, once again this
year, the Jeep® brand and Juventus are
ready to team up to conquer every terrain
and any challenge that comes their way …
The two icons will unite their tradition,
passion and determination to overcome
together all the obstacles and reach new
important goals.” (59).
The display of the Jeep® brand vehicles
painted in a style similar to that of the Juventus
colors, in addition to the discussion of when the
Juventus and the Jeep® brand both undertake
their respective functions, each will conquer the
terrain and challenges they face, while
overcoming obstacles and reaching goals provide
written descriptions of the common and essential
characteristics which symbolize and epitomize
both brands.
Moreover, in the Jeep® brand marketing on
Jeep.com (n.d.), additional shared symbols are
discussed and shown. First, shown next to a

picture of official Juventus jersey with the Jeep®
brand logo prominently displayed, the marketing
and description note that both symbols indicate
“The mark of a champion.” In an additional
section of webpage, links to photos and videos of
the Juventus players and fans with Jeep® branded
vehicles indicates the additional intertwining of
the two brands. Finally, the website also offers
exclusive wallpapers (for the background photo
on desktop computers and mobile devices), cover
photos, stickers and car hangers that can be saved,
copied and/or printed by fans that can be used to
show their connection with the team and the
Jeep® brand. All of the symbols display various
aspects of the sponsor-sponsee relationship
between Juventus and the Jeep® brand (60).
During the sponsorship process, sponsors and
sponsees engage in an exchange process through
which both partners can benefit. Throughout
sponsorship activities, symbols are commonly
used, displayed and leveraged by one or both
partners in order to acknowledge the sponsorship
relationship and to attempt to impact consumers
attitudes, perceptions, evaluations and behaviors.
For example, a sponsor and sponsee will likely
hope that after seeing symbols displayed through
the leveraging of or related sponsorship activities,
consumers will become or be more aware of the
goods and/or services sponsors provide, and
perhaps through feelings of gratitude, reciprocity
or necessity, they will consume those items in
greater or more frequent quantities. The symbols
displayed and seen during sponsorship provide
the basis for consumers’ awareness of the sponsor
relationship and set the stage for future additional
leveraging and activation.

SPORT SPONSORSHIP AND RELIGION
Geoff Dickson
A sponsorship network is created when two or
more organizations associate, either directly or
indirectly, with a sponsorship property (e.g. event,
organization, individual, facility) (61). Thus, sport
sponsorship and religion intersect when sponsorship
stakeholders have a religious dimension.
There are few studies with an explicit focus on
sport sponsorship and religion. The focus on
sport sponsorship and religion is much narrower
than the more expansive literature on the
intersection between sport and religion (62, 63).
Some argue that there is a deep connection
between sport and religion (63), whereas others
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consider that sport and religion are
“fundamentally different phenomena” (62).
A religion is a "cultural symbols-system that
responds to problems of meaning and contingency
by alluding to a transcendent (i.e., superempirical)
reality, which influences everyday life but cannot be
directly controlled (64). Religious organizations are
“collective actors whose central activities concern
the organization, production, and distribution of
religious or spiritual symbol-systems, collective
practices, and private goods” (64). Examples
include churches, religious centers, temple
communities and prayer groups.
Religious organizations are not commonly
sponsors of sport, unless their support for sport
participation programs is considered sponsorship. In
arguably the only study to take an explicit marketing
focus to the link between religion and sponsorship,
Lee (2010) provided a critical examination of the
Peace Cup, a FIFA sanctioned, 12-team, biennial
soccer tournament that is organized by the Koreanbased Unification Church (more commonly known
as “The Moonies”). In Lee’s assessment, the link
between the Unification Church and the Peace Cup
“may exhibit a form of sport sponsorship” (65). If
this is correct, then most if not all church-based
sports participation programs may be considered
sponsorship. This resonates with the conclusion of
Nite, Singer and Cunningham (2013),“Considering
many universities and sport organizations are
founded by churches and other religious
organizations, studying the logic of religion may
prove insightful for sport management [and
marketing] scholars” (66).
The link between sport sponsorship and religion
may not therefore be direct, we are left to consider the
tangential (or indirect) links between sport
sponsorship and religion (or religious organizations).
Four studies illustrate the tangential links.
The first study was about organizational
identity. The research concluded that companies
which emphasize employees in their mission
statements (as opposed financial outcomes) are
more likely to sponsor team sports, entertainment,
religious, community, charity and business
related activities (67).
The second study established that media
coverage of Christian football players in the
United States tend to equate an athlete’s
religiosity with good character (68). Given this
finding, it is not an unreasonable leap of faith to
suggest that the athletes’ character will impact
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their personal brand, and therefore their
effectiveness as a celebrity endorser. This
proposition is supported by a study from the
predominantly Muslim country of Sudan, where
researchers established that a person’s religiosity
partially mediated both the relationships between
celebrities’ credibility and the attitude towards the
advertisement and purchase behavior (69). The
study also found evidence that religiosity
correlates negatively with celebrities’ credibility
and attitude towards advertisement.
The third study highlights that some countries
have restrictive laws related to the alcohol
consumption, and by extension its manufacture
and advertising, including sponsorship. Alcohol
is a troubling issue for Muslims. Alcohol
consumption and marketing is a sensitive issue
for Qatar (a predominantly Muslim nation), FIFA,
and its 2022 World Cup sponsors (70).
The fourth study investigated FIFA’s
reluctance to allow Muslim women to wear
headscarves whilst playing football (71). The
process was described as an intersection of sport,
gender, leadership and religion. FIFA, an
organization renowned for protecting its image to
enhance its value to sponsors, was keen to present
themselves as both apolitical and areligious.
Given the pervasiveness of religion, sport, and
sport sponsorship, more studies with an explicit
focus on the sport sponsorship and religion might
have been expected. There are a number of
platforms upon which to address this gap in the
literature. Future research should investigate the
impact of an athlete’s religiosity measured in term
of extent (i.e. high, low or non-religious) and or
type (i.e. Christian or Muslim) on their personal
brand, including it impacts consumer perceptions
of
the
athlete’s
similarity,
expertise,
trustworthiness, likeability, and attractiveness.
Second, researchers can explore how an athlete’s
religiosity impacts their attitudes and behaviors
towards culturally sensitive team, league and
event sponsors. Third, the contribution of
religious organizations to the development of
more restrictive advertising policies related to
alcohol and gambling, both of which are
commonly associated with sport through
sponsorship
agreements.
Researchers
investigating the sport sponsorship and religion
relationship should create research teams with
expertise in sports socio-cultural dimensions,
sponsorship and religion.
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SPORTS SPONSORSHIP, CULTURE
AND MEDIA
Hamid Ghasemi
The development of modern sport is bound up
with processes of sponsorship and cultural
transformation associated with the media. Many
experts believe that media have had the main role
in professional sport promotion and publicity.
Media has had the main role in local and national
identity by their sports delegates in different
events. The importance of media and sponsorship
in athletic sport make some national and
international federation try to attract the media
and their audiences for more sponsorship and
greater potential for negotiation with them.
Media plays an important role in the marketing
efforts of different corporations that sponsor
sports and athletes. For this purpose, different
media acts and effects in different ways.
Advertisers usually consider sports TV
programming an effective media vehicle to reach
target audiences, especially sports fans.
Increasing competition to attract audience
attention has not only stimulated the development
of creativity and visual technology in the
advertising industry but also the rising efforts on
planning the right media outlets to reach the target
market (72).
Historically, television broadcasting was the
main source of revenue for elite sports teams,
leagues and sports federations. This is now
changing because the Internet creates new
possibilities for the distribution and consumption
of sporting events. Social media is creating new
forms of communication between fans, athletes,
teams and sponsors (73). Social Media, today, is
among the ‘best opportunities available’ to a brand
for connecting with prospective consumers. Social
media is the medium to socialize (74). The new
media win the trust of consumers by connecting
with them at a deeper level. Community social
networking websites are the method to interact
socially (75). Social media has witnessed an
exponential growth in the new millennium. In the
present information age, social media marketing
has become a part of doing business. Social media
marketing, or SMM, is a form of internet
marketing that implements various social media
networks in order to achieve marketing
communication and branding goals (76).
Mobile technology is also changing the way
that fans consume sports content generally,

especially at live events. These changes create
many strategic challenges and opportunities in
sports marketing (73).
Nowadays, Mega companies use mass media
to promote and sell their products through sports
events. The promotion can be done in various
ways; it can either be through classical
advertising, endorsement, or any other ways of
sponsorship (77). But using each of these
promotion methods can be influenced by local or
global culture. Moreover, using suitable media to
promote or advertise is depended to the culture
and law or in other words, cultural based law in
many countries. On May 2018, a large number of
websites and apps were blocked in mainland
China. Most Chinese netizens were unaffected by
this internet censorship as the vast majority of
blocked websites are non-Chinese in content and
language. However, foreigners, expats, and
travelers residing within China were often left
stranded behind the firewall, unable to access
most commonly used apps and websites (78). In
addition to China, some other countries including
Iran, North Korea, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Cuba,
Vietnam, Egypt, Syria and Mauritius banned
some social media for their people.
In Iran, banned social media of foreign origin
was replaced by national social media. Moreover,
regardless of social media basis, culture and law
limits the advertising frame for corporations
which intend to sponsor sports. In Iran, human are
not used as advertising tools in commercial
advertisements. The Constitution of Iran is based
on Islamic beliefs and values which are embedded
in Iranian culture. According to Iranian culture
and values, human beings have a special position
in Islam. So, using sport heroes in commercial
advertisement is not acceptable among Iranians.
But, in recent years, international sanctions have
put great economic pressure on Iranians and this
made a great tendency towards using national
products in borders of Iran. In this situation,
sports heroes can play a very important role to
persuade people to use domestic products as a
way to resist international sanctions.
So, culture and law which is based on cultural
values can play an important role in the quality
and way sponsorship happens in sports events.
Maybe this limitation can be replaced by global
culture in sports. That is to say, if in national
territories, culture and law puts some limitation
on sponsors to use special media for advertising
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in a defined cultural frame, but in an international
atmosphere, the local limitations can be replaced
by other forms of frames which match with
sports’ global values limitations. Now it seems
wise, if a company decides to sponsor sports and
athletes, for them to investigate and study the
local and national situation and cultural limits to
be able to decide how to use media and
advertisement to lead their company towards
success.

SPONSORS
BRAND
IMAGE
vs
ATHLETE’S SOCIAL IMAGE: Sponsors
strategy involving the selection and
management of an athlete with the right image
Abdullah Faruq
The connection between sport athlete and
sponsors has always been a subject of interest (79)
with the media often popularizing and funding
sport and providing a leverage for both the
sponsors and the athlete in terms of their image
(80). The constant demand on sport athletes to be
able to perform and interact with the fans, often
driven by the sponsors and media, has led to the
creation of strong social image in the society for
the athlete (81). These sporting celebrities or
icons are seen as role models in the society and
corporate sponsors are prepared to pay good
amount of money to associate their brand image
with the athlete’s social image and tap into their
strong pool of fans (82, 83). For example, Le Bron
James lifetime contract with Nike which is worth
over $1 billion is just an extreme example how far
a sponsor is willing to go to associate their brand
image with an athlete’s social image, as James is
such role model that even when he hangs up his
sizeable shoes children worldwide will still aspire
to emulate his magnanimous feats (84).
With the sport industry expected to reach
$73.5 billion by 2019, we can expect a significant
rise of sponsorship contracts involving corporate
business and sport athletes (85). The Sport
Business Industry has indicated brand
associations with high-profile athletes is
financially beneficial to the brand, for example,
Stephen Curry’s endorsement deal with Under
Armour has reportedly doubled the financial
value of its brand (86). Further research in athlete
endorsements has outlined, that in order for a
sponsor to effectively maximize their relationship
with a sport athlete, they must carefully choose
the celebrities with the right social image who
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create a better fit with their brand image. When
selecting a sport athlete, a sponsor generally
considers two things: whether the celebrity has a
positive social image perceived by the target
market; and whether they are trustworthy thereby
lending credibility to the brand (87-89).
Besides generating high sales using an
athlete’s image, this relationship also allows a
company to build reputation surrounding their
brand (90). Therefore, it is very important for a
company to associate their brand image with an
athlete who not only has a positive social image,
but also provides the best fit in terms of building
credibility surrounding the product (91).
Nevertheless, this strategy is inherently risky,
due to the fact athlete who are used as endorsers
are human, and are prone to mistakes. The fact
these athletes are regarded as role model and
closely observed by the society thanks to ever
watching media, mistakes made by them always
become catastrophic for their social image as well
for their sponsors. Recent examples of athletes
who became talk of the society due to the wrong
reasons includes Tiger Woods in several cases of
adultery, 12-time Olympic Gold Medallist
swimmer Ryan Lochte for his false robbery
claims during Rio 2016, Australian cricketers
Steve Smith & David Warner for cheating during
a test match are just a few examples from a list,
that is growing quite exponentially. The
ramifications of these type of scandals, Tiger
Woods lost an estimated $12 million worth of
sponsors from Nike Electronic Arts & Pepsi Co
who also lost over 4% of aggregate market value,
Ryan lost an estimated $1 million worth of
sponsorship when Ralph Lauren, Speedo
Airweave and Syneron Candela dropped him,
Magellan Financial Group, LG electronics and
Asics terminated their sponsorship with Cricket
Australia worth in the region of $27 million in the
wake of the cheating scandal, who in terms lost
out significantly in the market in terms of their
reputation (92-95).
As more and more scandals emerge involving
the athletes, the industry has seen more sponsors
dropping out and the trend now indicates the
transition of the drop to be much quicker than
before, indicating the sponsors are now more
protective of their image and would not hesitate
to take stern action regardless of the athlete
involved (96). In light of this growing trend this
paper discusses the strategic importance of
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sponsors on bringing in an athlete with positive
social image and how they manage this
relationship.
Athlete Selection the Key Criteria’s
Chen et al. (2012) state that sponsors face
many differing challenges when faced with a
scandal involving an athlete, namely selecting
the right athlete with the right social image (97).
The selection process of an athlete endorsers
requires careful strategic consideration with an
aim to find an endorser that is most congruent in
terms of their image with the brand. Companies
aim to select the athlete endorser that fits with
the brand identity and image and that can
transfer positive image, associations and
meanings to the brand (98). As athletes are
considered as role models who should have clean
social images, there should be no surprise image
is regarded as one of the criteria that is
considered by the sponsors (99). With the
proliferation of the media and internet, an
athlete’s image is very transparent, moreover
sponsors nowadays appoint experts to undertake
a detailed background research on an athlete
with a clean social image, who would
complement the brand image positively (100).
Besides social image, another key criteria
that sponsors look for in an athlete is whether
he/she is trustworthy, a criteria endorsed by
Carlson & Donavan (2017). In their work,
Carlson & Donavan (2017) argue that for an
athlete to complement the positive image of a
brand, they have to be trustworthy such that
they can create a sense of belief among the
target market in relation to the perceived
quality of the product/service brand they are
endorsing (101). This sense of trust would
reflect in positive return on investment namely
sales growth and aggregate growth of the
market value of the product/service brand.
Even with rigorous checks in the criteria, things
can always go wrong. Therefore it is important for
sponsors to have strategies to manage any
negativity involving the image of the athlete.
Strategic Response Plan of the Sponsors
Sponsors should ensure strategies are
employed so as to guarantee reputation and image
are not damaged beyond repair due to any
negativity involving their endorser athlete (102).
The inclusion of moral clauses has now become

an increasing trend and is seen as a crucial
element of an endorsement agreement, in order to
reduce or avoid the potentially unfavorable
consequences of bad behavior from athlete
endorsers (95). For example, when Mario
Ballotelli moved to AC Milan from Liverpool FC,
a good behavior clause was inserted considering
his maverick reputation (103).
Another strategic tool a sponsor can use is
agreeing on an effective exit strategy, outlining
how the brand intends to withdraw from a
partnership in the case of an unforeseen negative
event caused by the athlete deemed to be
detrimental to their social image. An effective exit
strategy can avoid the potential transfer of
negative associations and image. The timing and
scope of the exit strategy can both limit negative
image transfer, and leverage the situation creating
positive perceptions of integrity and ethics,
thereby complementing positivity to the sponsors
image (104).
The positive impact of athlete endorsements
on a brand is well documented in the sport
management literature. While it has been outlined
that fit in relation to the athlete image and their
credibility is essential for success, but one can’t
ignore athletes being human and being prone to
making mistakes. Therefore, it is important from
a sponsor’s perspective to manage an
endorsement relationship with an athlete with
background research and effective exit strategy to
withdraw from a partnership in the case of an
unforeseen negative event.
As we moved towards the future and expected
growth in the sport business industry landscape,
we will see more use of athlete by companies to
promote their brand. But the fact remains an
athlete’s image may not always remain clean and
there is no guarantee about it, any negative image
can prove fatal for a sponsor in terms of their
image. Therefore, sponsors need to be better
prepared to manage this relationship and leverage
a positive outcome whereby, positive image can
be leveraged for gain and in times of unexpected
negativity image can be managed and restored
accordingly.
Further suggestions to this paper involves,
undertaking a detailed primary study involving
systematic study of existing cases involving
athlete scandals and outlining new strategic
responses sponsors can undertake to manage the
relationship.
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SPORT SPONSORSHIP & SEXUALITY
Michael Naylor
There are a number of societal dimensions that
intersect with the business of sport. One of these
is human sexuality - which is the way people
experience their bodies, pleasures and desires
(105). One important aspect of the business of
sport are sponsorships, which are multifaceted
relationships between businesses and sport
entities which rely on them as a means of survival
(106). Although human sexuality is diverse and
inevitably linked to sport sponsorship
arrangements in some way it is not often
discussed in the popular press nor has it featured
in published sport marketing research. The
importance of considering the intersection of
sport sponsorship and sexuality is that sex is
everywhere in the modern world (105) and the
business of sport continues to be ubiquitous as
well. Setting the scene as it relates to sponsorship
and sexuality in contemporary sport involves a
reflection on contemporary sport contexts in
which diverse sexuality is pervasive and the
identification of avenues for future research.
Human beings often identify intensely through
their sexuality (105) and because psychological
connections between sport fans and sponsors is so
sought after as well, there is a need to better
understand the landscape of diverse sexuality and
sport sponsorship.
One reason why the
intersection of sexuality and sport sponsorship
hasn’t been discussed extensively in the popular
press or academic literature is a perception of
market size. It may be that sponsors – although
not uncomfortable with sexuality diversity – may
rather choose to focus on what they perceive to be
larger markets of fans and not those linked to the
sexuality of endorsers or fans (107). The extent to
which the sponsors of sport engage with sexually
diverse market segments depends in part on a
perception of the viability of those markets. This
phenomenon is referred to as pursuit of the “Pink
Dollar”.
Human sexuality is often categorized in terms
of heterosexuality or through the sexuality
depicted in the LGBT acronym (lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender) although this is
regarded as an oversimplification by many. Sport
has long been the domain of stereotypically
heterosexual business arrangements. This is
linked to heteronormativity – the notion that
heterogeneous sexuality is preferable. For
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example, sport sponsors have often used female
sexuality to attract the interest of male fans.
While the sexuality of women has long been
exploited and explored in the context of sportbased heterosexual male market segments (108),
far less is known about how the role of more
diverse sexuality in sport sponsorship
arrangements. In fact, it’s the norm that many in
sporting contexts do not reveal their sexuality
(109) making it difficult to draw any conclusions
about its role in the way that sponsorships are
managed or received by audiences. This may
change however due to the perception of
improved conditions for sexual minorities in sport
(110).
To this point, most of what is written on the
topic of sexuality and sport relates to participant
sport and or negative fan behaviors related to elite
gay athletes. To date the intersection of sexuality
and the business of sport – and specifically sport
sponsorship – is yet to be covered in sport
marketing literature. Numerous aspects of the
intersection of sexuality and sport sponsorship are
noteworthy.
One context that has been central to the
intersection of sport sponsorship and sexuality is
major events catering to sexual minorities
including the World Outgames and the Gay
Games. In these contexts, sport sponsorship and
sexuality directly overlap. However, very little is
known about if or how these sponsorship
arrangements differ from those events in which
sexuality is not an explicit theme. Sponsors often
seek stable and traditional sport entities with
which to forge relationships. Politics and other
issues have plagued sporting events explicitly
catering to a sexuality diverse clientele (e.g., the
last-minute contraction of the 2017 Outgames in
Miami) which will make securing sponsors more
difficult in future. In traditional sport contexts,
there is some evidence that those who identify as
LGBT do not wish their sexual orientation to be
overemphasized (111). This may extend to elite
athletes serving as endorsers or leveragers of
sport sponsorship arrangements and should be
explored in future empirical research.
There are numerous other worthwhile avenues
to build our understanding of sport sponsorship
and sexuality. One is in line with McCormack’s
(2011) work on themed language (112). If sport
is to be the inclusive and equitable environment
that is often purported and strived for, the
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language used in conjunction with sponsorship
activiation should not have a negative social
effect by subtly privileging heterosexuality, but
should rather have a positive social effect by
promoting inclusiveness around sexuality. This
could be tested empirically across sporting
contexts through content analyses or even data
scraping from the Internet.
Another aspect of sport sponsorship and
sexuality that is worth exploring further relates to
major events and host nations that are not
perceived as “gay friendly”. Russia’s laws related
to “gay propaganda” were brought into the
spotlight in conjunction with their recent hosting
of the Winter Olympic Games (2014) and the
Football World Cup (2018). Major sponsors of
that event had to be nimble in preparation for any
fallout from athletes or fans as a result of their
association with an event host that was linked to
discrimination (113). This is likely to even more
of an issue in future as homophobia decreases and
expectations of organizational prosocial behavior
increase. It is important to better understand
consumers’ perceptions of a lack of diversity
acceptance in the context of sport sponsorship.
This too could be tested empirically, perhaps
through an experimental design in which sponsors
are depicted as both sexuality diversity accepting
and not.
It’s possible that organizations may
increasingly seek the goodwill linked to their
sponsorship of sexually diverse sport contexts a
notion linked to socially responsible practice
(114). This could be explored by assessing
perceptions of sport consumers and add to what
we know about how sponsorship activation is
received by audiences. As diverse sexuality
becomes more accepted in sport contexts, it is
very important that sport management scholars
evolve theory and research designs to most
accurately explore it including as it relates to
sponsorship arrangements. It’s unlikely that
traditional survey research methods will capture
the subtleties of the underlying psychology of this
phenomenon. Rather case studies and other
qualitative methods may be more effective.
Although still pervasive, there is reason for
optimism that homophobia and traditional notions
of masculinity are decreasing in sport settings
(112). Over time this will likely lead to fans and
endorsers expressing sexuality more freely and
for these expressions to manifest in business

arrangements including sponsorship. Evidence
has been generated suggesting that reactions from
sport communities to players “coming out” in
future will be mostly positive (115) and that may
extend to the way in which sexuality diverse
endorsers and sponsorship campaigns are
received as well. If society increasingly embraces
diverse sexuality in future, this sentiment will
carry through and be reflected in business
arrangements of all type including sport
sponsorship.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND
SPORT SPONSORSHIP
James Santomier, Jr.
“Digital transformation is the profound
transformation of business and organizational
activities, processes, competencies and models to
fully leverage the changes and opportunities of a
mix of digital technologies and their accelerating
impact across society in a strategic and prioritized
way, with present and future shifts in mind”
(116). Innovative enterprises are now: 1) focusing
on customer/member outcomes using digital
technologies; 2) generating revenue from new
digital products and services; and 3) reinventing
business models with technology integration
across the enterprise. From consumer information
to e-commerce transaction information, to
corporate inventory and customer data,
enterprises require efficient and cost-effective
solutions for data storage and data back-up. The
purpose of this article to discuss briefly digital
transformation in sport and elucidate its
significance to sport sponsorship.
Sport enterprises are striving for complete
digital transformation as they continue to define
“technology’s role and impact on leagues, teams,
media companies, sponsors and a wide range of
other players in this ecosystem” (117). Sport
enterprises have embraced digital transformation
with the objective of enhancing “the integration
between the various touch-points and physicaldigital communication channels, making the
processes more streamlined and friction-free for
the user, introducing more scalable technologies
and platforms to add new revenue sources (118).
Therefore, a necessary element of digital
transformation for sport enterprises is creating a
single platform that connects all digital assets (for
example, a team’s online store, physical store,
website, ticketing system, social networking sites
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(SNS), customer database, and corporate
sponsors) to a single database.
The convergence of consumer needs
worldwide has necessitated that brands discover
unique and effective ways to communicate with
sport fans and open new markets. Brands have
taken advantage of compelling economic,
consumer, and media trends and are leveraging
the emotional impact of sport to connect with
consumers. However, digital transformation also
has changed dramatically the balance of power
between customers and brands. Digital
technologies have enabled customers to gain the
power of information and choice, while brands
have improved their business models. The
acceleration in the growth of sport sponsorship is
due not only to global business complexity and
media channel fragmentation, but from a more
sophisticated and technologically integrated
approach to sponsorship on the part of brands and
sport properties. As competition among brands
intensifies, sport content - teams, leagues,
federations, mega-events, athletes, and celebrity
causes will continue to increase in value. In 2018
brands will spend $147 billion on sport
sponsorship and activation and 70 percent of total
sponsorship spend will be in sport. Thus, sport
sponsorship is a pivotal dimension of global
marketing campaigns for numerous brands and is
considered to be as important, if not more
important, than traditional marketing strategies.
Digital transformation has impacted emerging
markets such as India, Brazil and Russia, where
85%, 81% and 76% of fans respectively consume
sport content online. However, this increase in
online viewing is not at the expense of other
channels. TV remains the most popular medium,
with 94% of sports fans globally and 95% in
Britain using it to watch sport. This suggests that
while digital channels are helping sponsors to
reach new audiences, both demographically and
geographically, they are supplementing rather
than replacing traditional marketing platforms
(119). For example, “since its inception, the
global reach of the Premier League, which is
followed by an estimated 1.2 billion people
worldwide, has attracted brands seeking to
expand into new markets. With the added impact
of digital media, brands are now able to localize
their activations to different countries and create
a wide range of online content in partnership with
rights holders” (119).
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Digital transformation also has changed the
nature of the marketing mix for sponsors. For
example, cross media strategies enable sponsors
to engage with fans more directly and
demonstrate return on investment (ROI) more
clearly. During the 2012 London Olympics
sponsors invested over U.S.$5 billion in
activation and media opportunities. In addition to
capitalizing on new social media opportunities,
they tested new programs “that pushed the
boundaries between paid, owned, shared and
earned media” (120). Several Olympic sponsors
activated using “transmedia storytelling,” which
evolved with digital marketing and communicates
different things within the broader strategy (or
story) across multiple platforms and multiple
audiences. Another new strategy in 2012 that was
popular for Olympic sponsors was the
implementation of real-time marketing, which is
“the practice of brands engaging their audience
via content, advertising, and product placement
that is relevant to a specific current event or
cultural happening. The content is most often in
the form of a “meme” or graphic advertisement
shared through social media channels” (121).
Olympic sponsors understood that due to
changing media consumption patterns, viewing
the Olympics via multiple screens (“second
screen viewing”) meant that each viewer would
have his or her own personal perspective on the
Olympics. It also meant that the specific platform
a marketer selected would determine the content
and form of the marketing communication.
Digital transformation has created a
proliferation of modes to reach and interact with
an audience, which enhances the potential for
innovative approaches to sponsorship rights. This
may result in sponsorship opportunities allocated
on distinct, platform based rights or selling
bundles of rights in a comprehensive sponsorship
package. Global brands, therefore, are not simply
sponsoring sport properties but creating specific
strategic sponsorship partnerships through
agreements that enhance value creation for
sponsors and sport properties.
In 2016, Facebook launched Facebook
Sports Stadium, an interactive hub for fans
to interact with games, teams, and players
more intimately. In 2017, Amazon outbid
Facebook, YouTube, and former rights
holder Twitter, for the streaming rights to
Thursday Night Football, a one-year deal
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worth a reported $50M. With introduction
through the football, Amazon gathers a
myriad of data points on customers and
understands the potential for drawing a
sports audience that will further explore
Amazon’s expanding Prime Video service
(122).
IBM, a leader in digital transformation, and a
Wimbledon and U.S. Open Tennis Championship
sponsor and services provider, prioritizes the fan
experience, revenue growth, and operational
excellence. IBM “fuses strategy, design, data and
technology across multiple lines of business to
drive superior fan engagement, improve team
performance and optimize venue operations.
When this vision is put into play, the entire
enterprise performs as one streamlined
organization, measuring, tracking and responding
to real-time data with analytics that drive every
opportunity to personalize fan engagement and
increase revenue” (117).
Visa, the Official Payment Services Partner of
FIFA, enabled contactless payments throughout
the 2018 FIFA World Cup stadiums to ensure fans
could negotiate lines quickly. In the stadiums fans
could pay with contactless Visa credit and debit
cards and mobile payment services at over 3,500
point-of-sale terminals and 1,000 mobile
concessionaires. In addition, Visa analyzed
spending in the first few days of the World Cup
and established that one-fifth of purchases
throughout Russia for the tournament used
contactless technology, including smartphones,
bracelets and rings (123).
Digital transformation in the sport industry
requires rethinking how sport venues are
designed, constructed and operated to align with
an integrated approach that addresses the fan
experience as well as venue optimization trends.
The success of delivering the right
technology depends on: 1) vision and
experience-driven
requirements
development; 2) an information and
communication technology (ICT) design
team with an end-to-end view of the
environment and design requirements; 3)
a single systems integrator deploying a
seamless and secure technology solution.
Integrated resource coordination to deliver
on time and reduce costs; 4) neutral
ownership and control of infrastructure to

enable revenue streams and service
quality; and 5) integrated venue operations
delivering enhanced fan experience and
life cycle management (117).
Without question, digital transformation in
the sport industry has enhanced the capability
of global brands to leverage their brand equity,
and increase their ability to communicate
across multiple channels with consumers. At
the same time, sport and sport sponsorship may
actually foster the global diffusion of digital
technology.
CONCLUSION
Sponsorship is a vital part of sports events and
it has to deal with lots of cultural restrictions and
requirements. The cultural frames of host
countries determine what kind of corporations
and/or products are allowed to be advertised in
sports events. Plus, the way advertisements are
used and presented need to be according to the
cultural codes of host countries.
While various host countries’ cultural frame
can put some limitations on any corporation’s
promotional activities, the organizational culture
which exists in a sponsor organization is another
factor that can influence the sponsorship
outcomes. The more the sponsor organizational
culture is matched with the host country cultural
values and attitudes, the fewer problems there will
be with sponsorship producing effective
outcomes. Plus, sports social class and the
athlete’s social image and sexuality can influence
promotional contents and selecting the right
sponsor for the events and the athletes.
Symbols and signs are very useful tools to
transfer the sponsors’ messages without using any
words or images. Sponsors can use symbols and
signs to inform people about their brand, goals and
products and it’s a good way when sponsors should
act in a special cultural situation. Religious
sponsoring can be a good way to attract those people
who don’t trust commercial sponsorship. Religious
organizations can show their social commitments to
better societies by supporting sports events.
Sponsorship needs to work with different media
but some forms of media are banned in some
countries. So corporations should consider such
limitations in their commercial efforts in sport
events. Moreover, digital transformation is a very
important factor influencing on sport venues design,
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consumer experiences and promotional methods
and tools sponsors will use in sports events.
The influence of culture on sports sponsorship
was the core subject in this article. All the
researchers who wrote different parts of this
article tried to study sports sponsorship aspects in
relation to culture and its components from
different new viewpoints. In many parts there was
new attitudes towards culture and sponsorship
which needs more research and studies in future.
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Definitely more research in sponsorship and
culture is necessary to make the path of effective
sports sponsorship clear for corporation managers
and experts to use.
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